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On March 4, 2009 the United States Supreme Court ruled that pharmaceutical companies 
can be sued in state courts for damages either from use of a drug or a failure to warn 
about the drug’s potential side effects, even if the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
has approved both the product and its label.1 The case of Wyeth v Levine is a classic 
example of opposing views of government regulation of private industry and the potential 
conflict between state police powers and the federal government’s power over 
pharmaceuticals.2 The Wyeth case was the third in a series of three food and drug law 
preemption cases the Court has considered just in the past year.3
 
One could not have asked for a more sympathetic plaintiff or unsympathetic defendants. 
Levine is a concert pianist who lost her arm as the direct result of receiving an 
intravenous injection of an anti-nausea prescription drug4 (Phenergan) with known 
potential to cause vascular necrosis, information which FDA deemed too rare to require 
inclusion in the approved product label. On the other side of the courtroom was one of 
the largest pharmaceutical companies in the world and one which had faced enormous 
criticism in the medical press for more than half a decade over problematic drug 
marketing and alleged failures to disclose risks from some of its pharmaceutical products. 
Closely allied with the defendant was FDA, which had filed amicus briefs in the case 
supporting Wyeth’s position and emphasizing its right to defend its expertise and 
jurisdiction over drug products.5
 
The bitterly contested and much-anticipated decision in Wyeth v. Levine was the most 
important food and drug law case to be decided by the Court in the last decade. The 
ruling represents a clear win for injured patients and possibly the final nail in the coffin of 
the recently-minted doctrine of implied federal preemption of state tort claims,6 at least in 
the area of food and drug law. Coming on the heels of the Court’s 8-1 decision six 
months ago in Riegel v. Medtronic7 which forcefully affirmed the express preemption 
doctrine for damages claims against certain types of prescription medical devices, the 6-3 
vote in Wyeth v. Levine was a relief of sorts and surprising not only in outcome but also 
because the vote was not 5-4.  
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At the very least, the majority of the Court recognized that the statutory basis for 
claiming federal preemption protection for damages claims in state court for drugs and 
medical devices differs enormously.8 The 1976 Medical Device Amendments (MDA) to 
the 1938 Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDCA)9 contains an express preemption 
clause which specifically exempts manufacturers from tort liability in state court for 
damages from FDA-approved medical devices or adding additional “requirements” to the 
existing federal medical device safety and efficacy marketing evaluation.10 There is no 
comparable preemption language relating to pharmaceuticals in the 1938 FDCA or any 
amendment to the FDCA since its inception.11

 
The language of the preemption clause in the MDA did not distinguish among the three 
different safety classes of medical devices it created,12 nor did it limit preemption 
protection for medical devices based on the route (i.e. via 510k clearance or Pre-
Marketing Approval [PMA] ) the device reached U.S. markets.13 Even so, in the 
Medtronic v. Lohr14 decision the Supreme Court narrowed the scope of medical device 
preemption protection to only those prescription medical devices which are approved 
through the lengthier and more complicated PMA route rather than the more commonly 
use 510k clearance mechanism.15  
 
The Arguments 
 
In holding that FDA approval and the FDA label did not protect pharmaceutical 
manufacturers against tort litigation in state court, the Supreme Court majority rejected 
arguments from both manufacturers and FDA itself. Wyeth had argued, in effect, that the 
information contained in an FDA-approved product label is both the floor and the ceiling 
for potential tort claims and that the label cannot be unilaterally changed without FDA 
approval.16 Neither of these legal arguments was viewed favorably by the Court. The 
contents of the label invariably represent a negotiation between FDA and industry;17 the 
sponsor owns the label (i.e. it is its intellectual property), and the label is always the last 
part of the new drug application (NDA) to be completed.18 Moreover, FDA decision-
making on what to include in a prescription drug label is fraught with potential errors and 
omissions, as the case at hand demonstrates.  
 
The plaintiffs argued that Wyeth had failed to provide a strong and clear warning to 
consumers (and physicians) about the risks of rapid intravenous injection of the drug, and 
both the Vermont jury and the U.S. Supreme Court accepted this argument. Writing for 
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the majority in the Wyeth decision, Justice John Paul Stevens pointed out that Wyeth 
always had the option of unilaterally strengthening its warning.19 Justice Stevens did 
leave open the possibility that there could be instances where tort lawsuits against drug 
manufacturers would not be allowed in state courts as they would be preempted. Justice 
Stevens noted that in those cases where the manufacturer of a drug had specifically 
requested, and FDA had specifically rejected, a drug label with a stronger warning,20 tort 
lawsuits against the manufacturer in state courts would be preempted.  
 
The Court’s decision in Wyeth also seemed to accept the fact that the information 
contained in the label is not set in stone and to embrace the notion that the label is a 
generative document which is expected to evolve over time as more information about a 
marketed drug becomes available. Given the mathematical certainty that uncommon 
adverse events will not be detected in drug approval trials because the number of 
participants is much smaller than the number of individuals who will be exposed to the 
drug once it is approved, it is impossible for a drug label to include all of the important 
warning information both physicians and patients need.21 Companies are always free to 
add more safety warning information to their drug label; up until now the fighting with 
FDA always occurs over the desire of sponsor’s to limit safety information in the label. 
An intentional decision by FDA not to include known serious adverse event information 
requested by a manufacturer in a label would not only be antithetical to FDA’s public 
health mission,22 it would represent a serious error on the agency’s part and, on 
examination, be just one more reason why the Court’s decision was correct. The Court 
also appropriately rejected FDA’s argument that manufacturers deserve preemption 
protection based on FDA approval alone,23 pointing out that this contention was both an 
about-face of FDA’s previously stated position on this issue24 and was clearly 
inconsistent with Congressional intent.25

 
Future Changes to Labeling Requirements and Preemption Protection? 
 
The repercussions of the Wyeth and Riegel decisions will likely echo in the hallways of 
both FDA and Congress for some time. Justice Stevens’ comment on possible routes for 
manufacturers of pharmaceuticals to obtain preemption protection would appear to shift 
the way manufacturers negotiate with industry over the contents of the drug label and to 
incentivize sponsors to push for the inclusion of the maximum amount of adverse event 
information to be included in the drug label, particularly for rare events. Such a change 
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would also shift the onus of responsibility for excluding such information from the 
sponsor to FDA. Recent changes to FDA drug labeling rules26 which had been made to 
favor the notion of FDA preemption protection for drug manufacturers will likely either 
be revised again or rendered irrelevant as sponsors now push for more, not less, 
information to be included in the approved drug label. 
 
The larger question is whether preemption protection for manufacturers of medical 
products other than vaccines will survive the change from Republican to Democratic 
control of the White House and Congress. Efforts are already underway27 to amend the 
1938 Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act to eliminate the express preemption 
protection for medical device manufacturers and allow tort litigation against the 
manufacturers of implantable medical devices such as cardiac defibrillators, pacemakers, 
and coronary-artery stents to proceed in state courts. Even if this comes to pass this effort 
may not have the uniform result Congress desired: individual states always have the 
option of enacting laws which would allow FDA approval of a prescription drug or over-
the-counter drug label to be a bar to litigation in state court for failure to warn claims 
against the manufacturer. 
 
Health Law Perspectives (March 2009), available at: 
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